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February 22, 2009
The Virginia Fusion Center received information from Trooper Atwell, VSP Area 6,
Chesterfield, regarding a possible police impersonator.
On February 22, 2009, at approximately 1300 hours, the Chesterfield Police
Department received information from a passer by on Rt. 60, near Hugenot Springs, of
a black Ford Mustang, with emergency lights activated, stopped behind a red Honda
Civic. The caller considered this very suspicious and contacted local law enforcement
with this information. Chesterfield PD responded to the scene but neither vehicle was
present. Chesterfield PD sent out a BOLO for the black Ford Mustang.
Subsequently, VSP Trooper Atwell, noticed a black Ford Mustang, matching the
description of this BOLO, near Rt. 60 and Rt. 300. This vehicle was stopped in a parking
lot and a subject was standing outside the vehicle, surveying under the hood. Trooper
Atwell made contact with the following subject:
Kevin Wayne Osterman
DOB: 02/06/1972
VA OL#: T65-42-9088
SSN: 223-43-0047
Address: P.O. Box 207
King William, VA 23086
Height: 6’05”
Weight: 245
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Blue
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The black Ford Mustang displayed VA License Plate XTE-5518 and had white strobe
lights in the front and the rear of the vehicle.
Osterman was wearing denim jeans, black combat boots, a black shirt, and a black hat.
Osterman was questioned by Trooper Atwell regarding the incident involving the red
Honda Civic. Osterman stated that he simply stopped behind the red vehicle after
noticing a mother and a sick child. Osterman wanted to provide assistance and safety
lights for the stopped vehicle. Osterman indicated that he was involved with a vehicle
recovery business. Osterman says he locates disabled vehicles in his Ford Mustang
and later returns with a wrecker, if needed. Trooper Atwell noticed Osterman had a
nervous demeanor during this encounter. Osterman could not produce a business card
for this business and did not provide an official name. Trooper Atwell noticed a police
scanner and police handcuffs in the back of Osterman’s vehicle.
No charges were placed against Osterman during these proceedings.
Actions Taken:
DMV verifies the identity of Kevin Wayne Osterman and the King
William address as current. DMV shows a previous mailing
address of 10800 Coalboro Road, Chesterfield, VA 23838. DMV
shows Osterman as the registered owner of a 2002 Ford Mustang
(VIN: 1FAFP40422F185335). VEC indicates Osterman has not
been employed, in Virginia, since the 4th quarter of 2007 and does
not show any affiliation with a wrecker service. TIPS checks
produced a positive match with a VSP generated case. (Case
Number: 9621080262) LiNX also cited this incident and provided FBI#: 203884JB2 for
Osterman. Accurint provided an additional address (JAN. 09) for Osterman. 3885 Little
Fighting Creek Rd. Powhatan, VA 23139. Accurint associates the phone number
(804)598-3907 with this address.
Information forwarded to: Captain Lambert, Lt Miller, VFC F/Sgt Tinsley, FIU F/Sgt
Irwin, Analyst Supervisor Whitmore, VDEM SACS Fred Vincent, FBI analyst assigned to
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VFC, DHS Matt Cyr, BCI/BFO Division 1, Area 6, SA Eric Neilson, SA Rick Fields,
Division 1 Police Departments and Sheriff’s Offices and Fusion Center Staff.
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